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Sammanfattning 
Industriella visionsystem idag är dyra och komplicerade och det saknas ofta nödvändig 
kompetens för att använda dem. Det här projektet syftar till att ta fram en prototyp till ett 
visionsystem med låg investeringskostnad, hög flexibilitet och som är lättanvänt. 
För att åstadkomma detta baseras systemet på en Raspberry Pi och mjukvaran är 
skriven i Python och använder en del färdiga programbibliotek med öppen källkod. 
Systemet är integrerat i en robotcell med en 6-axlig industrirobot och kan sortera objekt 
inom arbetsytan baserat på ett antal olika kriterier såsom storlek, färg eller form. 
Systemet har visat sig fungera väl och är en mycket bra grund för att vidareutveckla till 
en konkurrenskraftig lösning. 
Nyckelord 
Computer vision, machine vision, sortering, industri, robot
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Abstract 
Industrial vision systems today are expensive and complicated and often the necessary skills to 
use them are unavailable. This project aims to develop a prototype for a vision system with low 
investment cost, high flexibility and that is easy to use. 
To accomplish this the system is based on a Raspberry Pi and the software is written in Python 
and use some open source software libraries. 
The system is integrated in a robot cell with a 6 DOF industrial robot and can sort objects within 
the work area based on a number of criteria like size, color or shape. 
The system has proven to work well and is a very good basis for the further development of a 
competitive solution.  
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Preface 

This report explores an uncharted area in today’s production industry; the use of consumer 
grade products and high level programming in traditionally low level systems such as industrial 
robot systems. It assumes that the reader is somewhat familiar with concepts such as digital 
logic, data structures and linear algebra. Some computer programming experience would be 
beneficial for replicating our results.  

This project involved tools and concepts that were unfamiliar to us. We had no prior 
experience with vision systems, had not written anything extensive in python, had no more 
than brief knowledge of Linux and had not done any development with any form of network 
communications. We were going to work with all of these things as well as interfacing with 
aging industry standard protocols and sparsely documented industry hardware. 

We would like to thank all the employees of Ingenjörsfirma Tommy Leindahl AB, especially 
Johan Åkerman and Tommy himself, for their support, assistance and trust during our time 
there. This has by far been the best part of our education, and we’ve learned an incredible 
amount in a very short time.  

We would also like to thank our supervisor and professor, Lars Johansson, for believing in 
us and for the knowledge he’s shared during our education.  

// Joel and Stefan  

  



  



Dictionary 

Standard definitions 

Blob 

(Binary Large OBject) 

A collection of binary data represented by a single entity: The blob. 

Modbus 

An industrial standard communications protocol for connecting different systems together. 

Two’s complement 

A binary signed number representation for handling negative numbers in computers. [1] 

OSI-model 

(The Open Systems Interconnection model) 

“a conceptual model that characterizes and standardizes the internal functions of a communication 
system by partitioning it into abstraction layers” [2] 

Inform III 

The programming language of the Yaskawa Motoman robot system used in this project. 

Project specific definitions 

Point  

A physical point in a 3D environment and additional data for positioning of a tooltip at the 
point. 

Pixel-point 

A digital representation of a physical point.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 
Machine vision in the industry today is expensive. The commercial solutions are often 

limited in flexibility and are closed systems that cannot be modified easily. The hardware is 
expensive and the competence required to implement and use it is expensive. 

Companies working small product series are unable to utilize vision because they can’t adapt 
the system fast enough to different products that were unknown at the time of installation.  

In order to address those issues, this project was commissioned by Ingenjörsfirma Tommy 
Leindahl AB, a Swedish engineering firm working with installation and development for 
production industry. They have a vision of making traditionally complex and expensive 
equipment and production methods accessible to smaller companies.    

1.2. Goal 
The goal of this project is to develop a working prototype of a machine vision system for 

sorting objects, addressing the problems mentioned. It needs to be: 

• Flexible and adaptable to different situations 
• Easy to operate 
• Low cost 

1.3. Specification 
The development will be focused on two main areas. Firstly, a vision system that can 

recognize different objects, group them together by shape and determine their position. 
Secondly, an interface for delivering that information to a robot that will act on it. 

In order to accomplish the low cost goal the main hardware will be a Raspberry Pi. 
Accompanying it will be one or more webcams or other similar devices. The software will be 
written in Python. 

The definite requirements are that the system is able to distinguish objects based on either 
shapes known to the system or size variations. Objects with size variations smaller than the 
precision of the system are not required to be recognized as different. 

The system is only required to work in two dimensions and under good lighting conditions.  
It is required to have a precision of at least ±1 mm. The final product will be a small robot cell 
that can reliably sort objects based on their shapes. 

Beside those main requirements there are also some other requirements that might be added 
if possible. 
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• The system will be able to recognize arbitrary shapes 
• Handling both shapes taught before runtime and shapes that are not known 

beforehand 
• Three dimensional vision using a Kinect (or some other technique) 
• Capability to analyze CAM/CAD-data to assist or replace vision data 
• Simple and intuitive user interface 
• Additional tracking of the robots tool to provide feedback 
• Functional calibration routine to compensate for offsets in vision analysis 
• Object identification based on color 
• Capability to visually identify drop positions for objects 

1.4. Methodology 
Early on it was clear that this project was not fit for the proposed standard project 

methodology. The group found inspiration in the agile development techniques. The project 
was split up in two main components, which were then sub-divided into smaller sections. Each 
section was developed in increments until there was enough functionality to integrate it with 
the rest of the system. During the integration extensive testing was carried out to verify that 
everything worked as intended. The group had a continuous internal discussions regarding 
requirements and solutions for the system. 

The knowledge of the company employees was utilized to get an understanding of the current 
state of the industry as well as for relevant design input for the Inform III code and for the 
physical design of tools and robot cell modifications. 
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2. System Components 

2.1. Raspberry Pi and Python 

Raspberry Pi 

“The Raspberry Pi is a series of credit card-sized single-board computers developed in the UK by the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation with the intention of promoting the teaching of basic computer science in 
schools.” [3] 

Through the use of small and inexpensive computer hardware a lot is gained both in terms 
of cost and in terms of freedom of physical design. The Raspberry Pi was thought of as a good 
base for this project in the earliest discussions. A big factor beside the price was how easy it 
would be to later replace it with a more powerful industry standard pc computer if the 
processing power was deemed insufficient. 

The Raspberry Pi exists in several different revisions with different capabilities and 
computing power. The one chosen for this project was the “Raspberry Pi 2 Model B” (From 
here on simply referred to as “The Raspberry Pi”), with the following hardware specifications: 

• Quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU clocked at 900MHz 
• 1GB of RAM (Shared with the GPU) 
• Broadcom VideoCore IV GPU 
• 16GB storage in the form of a microSD-card 
• Power consumption at 4.0W 
• 4 USB 2.0-ports 
• 17 GPIO pins 
• 10/100Mbit Ethernet port 
• Dedicated camera bus 
• HDMI out 

It is complicated to compare CPU performance between different systems, and the results vary 
depending on what kind of benchmark is used. The A7-CPU is used in modern (2014-2015) 
low cost smartphones. In some benchmarks, its performance is comparable to a Pentium IV 
based desktop PC circa 2003 [4].  Raw floating-point performance is measured to around 130 
MFLOPS (Million floating-point operations per second) per core. [5] 

The 1975 supercomputer Cray-1 had a peak performance of about 80 MFLOPS with an 
energy consumption of 115kW and a weight of 5.5 tons. The Raspberry Pi weighs 45g.  

GPU performance is similar to the 2001 game console Xbox, according to the Raspberry Pi 
Foundation. [3] 
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Python 

Python is a general-purpose high-level programming language. It’s open source and 
completely free to use. It also works very well to run on the Raspberry Pi. It is used in a variety 
of fields including, but not limited to: 

• Aerospace development [6] 
• Game development 
• Particle Physics [7] 
• Visual effects  
• Web development  

2.2. Computer Vision 
Computer vision is the discipline that allows a computer or computer program to extract 

information from, and in a sense understand, an image. For humans, this is a trivial task. For 
computers it is not. 

"It’s actually really hard, and the only reason it seems easy is that we’re seeing the world through the 
solution to the problem." [8] 

The main reason for this difference is that when we perceive something visually, there are a 
tremendous amount of things going on subconsciously. These brain processes have been 
developed over millions of years and are very well optimized by now at noticing subtle 
differences in visual information and being able to categorize and understand these differences. 

When we try to program a computer to do the same thing we first need to understand what 
we actually do when we see. We need to formulate all these subconscious processes in a way 
that the computer can use. 

This is a work that has been ongoing since the nineteen sixties when an MIT professor named 
Seymore Papert assigned a group of undergraduate students the task of solving computer vision 
over the summer. They did not succeed then and the greatest advancements in the field have 
come in the last decades. [9] 

When computer vision is applied in an industrial or other practical situation it becomes 
machine vision, and although the industry is generally slow on adopting untested advanced 
technological solutions the implementations of machine vision is growing as the systems 
become better. [10] 
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 OpenCV 

OpenCV is an “Open source Computer Vision library” written in C 
and C++, which runs under all major operating systems. It was designed 
for computational efficiency with a strong focus on  

real-time applications.  

OpenCV originates from an Intel Research initiative in the late 
nineties with the intention to advance CPU-intensive applications. 
Inspiration was gathered from a number of American top university 

groups, such as MIT Media Lab, and their internally developed 
computer vision infrastructures. These infrastructures enabled new 
students to get a head start in the development of their own computer vision applications, as 
they did not need to reinvent basic functions but could build their systems on top of previous 
work.  

The aim with OpenCV was to bring this out of the universities laboratories, and make this 
kind of infrastructure universally available.  

“There were several goals for OpenCV at the outset: 

• Advance vision research by providing not only open but also optimized code for basic vision 
infrastructure. No more reinventing the wheel. 

• Disseminate vision knowledge by providing a common infrastructure that developers could build 
on, so that code would be more readily readable and transferable. 

• Advance vision-based commercial applications by making portable, performance optimized code 
available for free – with a license that did not require commercial applications to be open or free 
themselves.” [11] 

SimpleCV 
SimpleCV, Simple Computer Vision, is a collection of 

software, algorithms and libraries chosen to simplify the 
development of computer vision applications. It’s intent is 
to provide an easy to use, high-level framework for accessing 
the more advanced functions and capabilities of its 
components, such as OpenCV. Sight Machine, Inc. oversees 
the development, with contributions from the active 
community.  
  

Figure 1: OpenCV logo 

Figure 2: SimpleCV logo 
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2.3. Modbus Protocol and Pymodbus 
The communication with the robot was implemented 

using the Modbus protocol. It’s an industry standard 
communications protocol developed in the late seventies 

that has since become a de facto standard in industrial 
applications around the world. 

Modbus operates on the application layer of the OSI-model of communication and has several 
options regarding the physical layer. However, due to the Raspberry Pi’s few connections, the 
only easily manageable option for this project was with Modbus TCP/IP over Ethernet. 

The usage of the Modbus protocol in the python code is handled with an open source library 
called pymodbus. It handles all the TCP/IP requests and the Modbus protocol function codes. 

The functionality of these codes is very basic, e.g. sending the code 04 represents a request to 
read an input memory register on the target device, and the code 06 is a request to write to an 
output memory register. Coupled with the code there is also information about how many 
registers to operate on and what register number to start from, as well as the actual information 
intended to transfer to the target device. [12] 

Through the pymodbus library the dealing with these codes is transformed into dealing with 
functions in the Python language, although the overall basic functionality is not changed.  

2.4. The Robot Cell and The Tool 

The Cell 

The robot cell consists of a Yaskawa Motoman MH5LS 
industrial robot controlled by a DX100 controller. The 
robot is mounted in the ceiling of the cell in an upside 
down position. Around the robot there are Plexiglas walls 
and on the front side there is a door. The floor of the cell 
is an MDF board that is placed on three screws to get level 
adjustment. The robot can reach the floor on an area with 
a complex shape, roughly 50 by 60 cm, the exact 
dimensions are not relevant for this report, but are 
marked on the floor in order to not place objects outside 
it and expect the robot to be able to pick them up. 

Next to the cell, without any physical connection to it, 
there is a tripod stand with an arm stretching into the cell. 
At the end of this arm the Raspberry Pi and a Raspberry 
Pi Camera Module (RPCM) are mounted. These are the 
main computer and main camera of the system. 

Figure 3: Modbus logo 

Figure 4: The robot cell 
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The Tool 

The robot tool consists of a Schunk MPG40 pneumatic gripper. Mounted together with it is 
an Omron E3Z-LL88 laser sensor and a Logitech c310 web camera. 

The laser sensor is used to get a positionable red dot for calibrating the vision system and the 
camera is used as the secondary camera of the system. 

The air pressure for the gripper can be adjusted externally and have been set to not crush the 
candy used in the color sorting demonstration. 

The jaws of the gripper are milled aluminum pieces. 

2.5. The Open Source Licenses 
Since the requirement of this project was that it’d be cost effective, no software that requires 

licensing has been used. Pymodbus is released under the BSD 4-clause license, OpenCV and 
SimpleCV are released under the BSD 3-clause license and Pygame is released under the Lesser 
General Public License. There are differences between those licenses but in the aspects relevant 
to this project they are all similar. The main point is that when the libraries are distributed in 
any way they need to contain copyright notices and license agreements. Since they all already do 
this and nothing have been removed from them this condition is fulfilled. None of the licenses 
prohibit distributing the libraries in their original form together with closed source software, 
which is what this project is doing. [13] [14] 

 

 

Figure 5: The robot tool 
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3. System Operation 

3.1. Analyzing the World Through Images 
The developed system contains two parts, a main system and a sub system. The main system 

handles the coordination between an image of the workspace as a whole, the actual workspace 
and the robot. It provides an overview of the workspace and identifies approximately where an 
object of interest is located. Provided with a reference, the system is able to correlate a pixel in 
an image to a point in a two-dimensional (X,Y) representation of the workspace. The sub 
systems responsibility is to categorize the object, determine how it is oriented and determine a 
more exact position. This information is then used to calculate how the robot should pick the 
object.  

Both of these systems are built upon the foundation provided by SimpleCV, and subsequently 
OpenCV library. 

The main system  

The main system consists of a RPCM mounted approximately 650mm above the workspace. It 
captures images at a resolution of 1080p giving the images a spatial resolution of around 
0,3mm. This, however, does not guarantee a capability of positioning an object within that 
range.  

When a three-dimensional object is projected onto a two-dimensional plane, as in the case of 
capturing an image, information (depth) is lost and a variety of optical distortions are 
introduced. Depending on what the image is to be used for, this can pose problems.   

There are a number of factors that affect these problems that have to be taken into account, 
including but not limited to: 

• The angle between the camera and the workspace 
• The height of the object in question 
• Distortions from the lens of the camera 

The angle between the camera and the workspace introduces a variety of spatial defects such 
as skewing and rotational errors. This can be compensated for with a calibration routine and 
some math. The projects’ system has two ways of performing its calibration. Either with a so-
called fixed reference, where the reference is built into the workspace, or a dynamic reference 
where the reference is controlled by the robot.  

A fixed reference consists of a number of individually controllable LEDs (Three for the 
earliest prototypes, four for the final one) mounted with a known distance from each other. 
The robot’s coordinate system is then aligned with the LEDs.  
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Figure 6: Three fixed references we're developed. The leftmost is the first iteration with three LEDs, the rightmost is the 

final with four LEDs. 

The calibration routine then captures a series of images, one for each LED, where the LEDs 
are turned on in a predefined order. With a couple of image manipulations each LED can then 
be isolated and its position in the image calculated. This provides a way to relate a point in the 
robots workspace to a pixel in the image. For example we turn on the LED in the origin of the 
robots workspace and see that this point correlates to pixel (X, Y). If this is done correctly, two 
mathematical relations, transfer functions, can be established between the systems; one that 
transfers a pixel point in an image to a point in the workspace and one that does the opposite. 
These transfer functions allow the system to transfer an arbitrary point in an image to a point 
in the workspace and vice versa. How this is done, is explained in depth later on.  

The dynamic reference finally used, consists of a distance sensor mounted on the robots tool. 
It has a visible laser dot for aiming that is controlled via the robot. The procedure is similar to 
the one used with the fixed reference with a key difference. No physical reference is needed. 
This eliminates the need to align the workspace with the robots coordinate system. Instead of 
lighting the LEDs, the robot is positioned in an equivalent pattern and the laser is turned on at 
each point. It also allows for easily extending the number of reference points. This opens up for 
more advanced calibration routines to be implemented in the future, e.g. treating the 
workspace as a surface instead of a perimeter.  

The height of the object in question affects the positioning as there’s currently no way for the 
system to isolate the edges of an object from it’s top surface. Consider a two-dimensional square 
in the XY-plane (Figure 7: A), even if it’s skewed by perspective and perceived as a romb it’s a 
somewhat easy task to correct for this, as the corners are easily isolated, provided that the 
transformation functions are calculated correctly.  
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Figure 7: How perspective changes the appearance of a two-dimensional object versus a three-dimensional. 

If the same square is extrude by some amount in the Z axis, it will be perceived as a very 
distorted hexagon from the same perspective (Figure 7: B). As we’re interested in the object 
center point this is a problem. Figure 8: B shows how the system interprets the object as the 
distorted hexagon (Marked in red), which has a center point marked in blue that is clearly offset 
from the object’s true center point (when viewed from above), marked with green. If the 
perceived center pixel is translated to the workspace, this offset follows along. In a single-
camera-setup this would be a problem. But as this system utilizes a dual-camera-setup and the 
main camera only has to give an approximate position, this is no longer a problem.  

 
Figure 8: How the perceived center point changes in a two-dimensional versus three-dimensional object 

Distortions from the lens of the camera are invariably present in any optical system as no lens 
is perfect. There are always some types of distortions associated with a lens, though they can be 
nearly eliminated for a specific purpose. As the RPCM comes pre-fitted with a lens of unknown 
type this is a problem, especially considering that the calibration routine previously described 
makes the assumption of a perfect lens that produces rectilinear images. Though there exists 
third-party lenses adapted for the RPCM, none of these were tried. The use of the sub system 
minimizes this problem on the same basis as previously stated. It is worth mentioning that there 
exist hardware techniques as well as software algorithms to compensate for these distortions. 
But because of time constraints, these options were not investigated in depth.  
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The Sub System 

The sub system consists of a Logitech C310 USB webcam mounted on the robot’s tool. It is 
capable of capturing images at a resolution of 720p. Despite access to a higher resolution, the 
camera is used only to capture images at 480p thereby increasing the capture rate. By decreasing 
the resolution, the capture time went down from approximately 1,3s to 0,1s and yet the image 
quality was still sufficient for the image analysis.       

The sub system’s purpose is to complement the main systems’ shortcomings previously 
mentioned. As the subsystems’ camera is mounted perpendicular to the workspace we can make 
some simplifications. Since the cameras angle to the workspace is near zero, the spatial errors 
caused by the angle are near zero and can be ignored. This means that a simple scaling factor 
between the image and the workspace can be used to convert a pixel to a point. The scaling 
factor is determined with a very rudimentary calibration routine: an object is placed in the view 
of the camera, the robot is moved a known distance in both X and Y and the system examines 
how many pixels the object has shifted in the image and use this to calculate the scaling factors. 

The height problem associated with the main camera is also avoided, to some extent. As 
Figure 9 shows, as long as the image’s center point is located somewhere inside the top surface’s 
perimeter, none of the edges will be visible. 

 
Figure 9 

The Mathematics 

To calculate the transfer functions between the two systems, the workspace and the image of 
it, we use two sets of four points each, where the sets are represented by a 3x4 matrix. The first 
one, called ‘Workspace’ contains four points that the robot will position itself at. The second 
one, called ‘Image’ contains the pixels-points that those points correspond to. The pixel-points 
are acquired from the calibration routine previously described. If we express these sets of points 
in a homogenous coordinate system, omitting the Z-axis of the robot, we can simplify the 
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calculations. This is done by replacing the Z coordinate of the point with ones, and adding a 
third coordinate with a value of one for each pixel-point. This results in the matrices below. 

 

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 =

𝑃1𝑥 𝑃1𝑦 1
𝑃2𝑥
𝑃3𝑥
𝑃4𝑥

𝑃2𝑦
𝑃3𝑦
𝑃4𝑦

1
1
1

 

 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒  =  

𝑃!1𝑥 𝑃!1𝑦 1
𝑃!2𝑥
𝑃!3𝑥
𝑃!4𝑥

𝑃!2𝑦
𝑃!3𝑦
𝑃!4𝑦

1
1
1

 

From linear algebra we know that for matrices A and B with non-zero determinants, there 
exists a matrix T such that:  

𝐴 ∗ 𝑇 = 𝐵   ⇒ 𝐴!! ∗ 𝐵 = 𝑇 

Where T is the transformation matrix sought and A-1 is the inverse of A. We can however not 
guarantee that our matrices will have non-zero determinants in all cases.  

Settling for an approximation using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse gives us a way around 
this. The following equations can be established: 

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒   ∙ 𝑇! = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒   ⇒𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒! ∙ 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 𝑇!   

𝑇!!! =   𝑇!     

Where T1 is the transformation function that transforms a point in the workspace to a pixel-
point and T2 transforms a pixel-point to a point in the workspace. If a conversion from a pixel-
point [Px, Py] to the world is required, an extra Z coordinate of value one is added, giving [Px, 
Py, Pz], and it is then multiplied by T2: 

[𝑃𝑥 𝑃𝑦 1] ∗ 𝑇! = [𝑊𝑥 𝑊𝑦 𝑊𝑧]   

Where Wz is omitted.  

These calculations assume rectilinear systems, where a straight line in one system appears as a 
straight line in the other. This is not the case when working with optical imaging because of 
distortions in the lens previously discussed. The effect of this is that the results will vary 
depending on where in the image they are performed. This is not a problem as the sub system 
corrects for this.  
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3.2. Communicating With the Robot 

Sending data 

When the system has calculated the separate coordinates expressed as floating-point numbers 
it creates a new point object that holds the data. This is in order to organize the data in a way 
that is easy to transfer between system parts. If values are not calculated for all possible data 
positions, the system will use default values for the missing ones. The default values can be 
changed in a configuration file for the communication, but are currently taken from the 
previously used point object. This way, if the Raspberry Pi only wants to move the robot in one 
direction, it only needs to calculate the new value in that direction and the other values will 
remain what they were. 

The point object is then transferred to the Modbus handling part of the system. The data is 
extracted from the point object and transformed. The reason for this transformation is that the 
receiving robot system is only capable of reading a single byte at a time, and after it has read the 
bytes it can’t do type conversion on the data. It would be possible to send the floating-point 
numbers as they are, but the robot would not be capable of reading them as floating point 
numbers. The functions needed for doing that are costly optional expansions to the robot 
system, and those are intentionally avoided in this project. The option of storing the data in the 
same way it need to be sent is not suitable because it would make the code significantly harder 
to write and understand. 

The transformation splits up the floating-point numbers in integer and decimal parts. If for 
example we want to send the x-coordinate 111,2222 it will at this stage be split into 111 and 
0,2222. The decimal part is then multiplied by one thousand and rounded to integer precision. 
Now we have the values 111 and 222. Since the integer part express the value in millimeters, 
this multiplication and rounding gives the maximum resolution of the data transfer to be one 
micrometer, but by simply changing the multiplication factor the maximum resolution can be 
easily changed. With 16-bit integers the maximum possible resolution is ca. 15 nanometers, 
which is unnecessarily precise for this project since the robot performing the operations has a 
repeatability precision of 30 micrometers, and therefore a more intuitive value was chosen. [15] 

The two parts of the number is then turned into 16 bit binary integers and appended to a 
binary payload variable. Once this payload variable has all the data, it is sent over Modbus to 
the robot. 

If the Raspberry Pi is unable to connect to the robot it will continue to try until it either gets a 
connection or it has done a predefined number of attempts. This number can be set in the 
configuration file. 
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Structure of Transferred Data 

The data is sent to the robot as an array of seventeen pairs of bytes structured in the following 
manner. 

 

Table 1: Structure of transferred data 
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The first three sets are the X (1-4), Y (5-8) and Z (9-12) coordinates, where the first integer 
represents the value in mm and the second represents the value in µm. At the receiving end it is 
possible to choose whether to send a 1 mm value as 1 mm or as a 1000 μm, the result will be 
the same. However, the software on the Raspberry Pi will never construct a number in the latter 
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way due to it getting the values from splitting floating-point numbers, where it is impossible to 
represent a value of 1 as anything other than a 1. 

The next three sets are the rotational position data, rX (13-16), rY (17-20) and rZ (21-24). The 
first of the two integers represents the rotation in whole degrees and the second in millidegrees. 

Integers (25-28) represent speed data. 

The next set of integers is a command instruction telling the robot what to do with the 
positional data. The high byte (30) of the first integer is reserved for future implementations. 

The low byte (29) contains a number that corresponds to the following table of commands: 

Table 2: Commands 

Decimal value Binary value Expected system 
command 

Move commands 

1 00000001 Move joint 

2 00000010 Move linear 

Tool commands 

4 00000100 Close tool 

5 00000101 Open tool 

128 10000000 Turn laser off 

129 10000001 Turn laser on 

 

The second integer (31-32) of this set is intended for application specific signals that can be 
used in a situation where the current set of commands is insufficient. 

The last two bytes (33-34) form a 16-bit integer used for indexing of transferred positional 
data. The Raspberry Pi will add one to this value for every confirmed transmission. The robot 
repeats this index back when it has read the value from the memory and then the Raspberry Pi 
is clear to write a new value.  

Receiving Data and the Inform III Program 

The receiving system consists of the Yaskawa Motoman DX100 robot controller with a 
Fieldbus communication card that handles Modbus. The programming is done in the DX100 
programming environment that runs the language Inform III. This is a low level programming 
language and in this project we aimed to minimize the code needed here. The main reason for 
this was to simplify transfer to different systems in the future. If the program needed to receive 
the data is small and simple it is easy to write in other programming languages and with 
different target hardware. 

The program consists of several smaller programs being called from one main program that 
runs in an endless loop. 
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The first called subroutine handles reading of the floating-point values representing the three 
translational and the three rotational coordinates. Reading one coordinate involves a five-step 
process. 

1. Read four bytes and copy them to memory. 
2. Add the bytes together in pairs to form two 16-bit integers. The addition is done with 

the following formula: 
16-‐𝑏𝑖𝑡  𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 = 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ  𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 ∗ 256 + 𝐿𝑜𝑤  𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 

3. Check the high integer for negativity. Since negativity in binary integers is expressed 
with two’s complement the value is checked to see if it is larger than or equal to half 
of the largest storable number in a 16-bit integer, 32768. If it is, the number is 
negative and the largest storable number, 65536, is subtracted from it. The result is a 
range from -32768 to 32767 instead of 0 to 65536. 

4. Multiply the high integer with 1000 to turn it from µm to mm. 
5. Add the two integers together in a floating-point variable. 

After this is done for all six coordinates the floating-point values are copied into a position 
variable. The position variable is a special variable type used in industrial robot systems to 
handle the coordinates. 

The next subprogram reads the speed value. This is done with the same five-step process as 
with the coordinates and when finished it leaves the data in the floating-point variable where 
the move commands can access it. 

The third thing to be read is the command. This tells the robot what operation it should 
perform and since it is represented as a simple number code the value is just read and copied to 
a byte variable. If the number of commands in the future exceeds 256 the 8-bit integer (or byte) 
can be changed to a 16-bit integer and the range will then be 65536. 

The last thing the robot reads is the index number and it returns the read value on an output 
for the Raspberry Pi to read. 

When all data is read the robot checks what command code it has read and executes the 
operation program associated with that command code. All operation programs are as simple as 
possible and contain only the code needed to perform the operation and in some cases flag set 
and reset instructions. 

Flags 

A few flags are used in the communication in order to prevent both systems accessing the 
same information at the same time. All flags are represented as bits in the receiving Modbus 
unit’s memory. 

When the Raspberry Pi starts to write data it sets a writing flag, this flag is checked in the 
robot program before anything is read, if it is set the robot will skip the reading and go directly 
to executing commands. When the Raspberry Pi is done it releases the flag and the robot will 
get access to the data. It then first sets a read flag to tell the Raspberry Pi it is reading and the 
Raspberry Pi will then wait to write again until the robot is done. 
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The last part of the transferred data, the index number, is used as a flag to let the Raspberry Pi 
keep track of what commands have been executed. This is needed because the Raspberry Pi 
operates a lot faster than the physical movement of the robot. When the robot has read a 
command and is executing it the memory is free for the Raspberry Pi to write to, but it would 
be able to write several new commands during the time it takes the robot to execute one. The 
commands that the Raspberry Pi writes to the robot would then be overwritten immediately by 
new commands. 

To prevent this the Raspberry Pi only overwrites data if the index number returned by the 
robot is one less than the index number of the data it is trying to write. The data in the robot 
memory will therefore always be the next command compared to the one the robot is executing. 

One last flag is used in order to make it possible for the system to wait for the robot to finish 
its current operation. This is needed at several occasions but mainly when the system wants to 
capture an image. Because the robot arm operates within the field of view of the main camera, 
and the secondary camera is mounted on the robot arm, the robot needs to be either outside 
the field of view of the main camera or in a non-moving position in order for the system to get 
a clear image. 

The robot sets the flag when it begins a move operation and releases it when it has finished 
moving. The Raspberry Pi reads the flag and waits for a state change from true to false in order 
to make sure it hasn’t read the flag too early, before the robot has had time to start moving. 
There is also a timeout value that releases the Raspberry Pi program from waiting if the state 
never changes to true, this is in order to make the program able to handle problems instead of 
getting stuck waiting for something that might not happen. The reason this can occur is that if 
the robot already is positioned at the coordinate the Raspberry Pi wants it to go to, the move 
command performed by the robot will go too fast for the Raspberry Pi to notice that the state 
changes to true. 
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4. The Demonstration Setup 

Two test cases were developed to showcase different usage of the system. In one case the 
system will be sorting Skittles, a type of candy, based on their color. There are five colors that 
need to be distinguished from one another, red, green, yellow, purple and orange. In the other 
case the system needs to separate objects with similar color and shape based on their size 
variation. The objects here are steel nuts.  

4.1. Sorting Known Objects by Color 
This test case consists of two phases: The teaching phase and the sorting 

phase.  

During the teaching phase the operator is instructed to place a number 
of objects in the view of the sub camera, one at a time. The system 
captures an image of the object, determines the color of it and 
automatically picks a name for its destination point. The first object’s 
destination is called ‘destination1’, the second ‘destination2’ and so forth. 
The operator is asked to confirm that the system has recognized the object 
correctly, and whether there are more objects to be taught. When the 
operator is done she’s asked for a filename in which the objects are stored 
to avoid repeating the procedure each time the program is run. When this 
is done, the teaching phase is done and no further operator input is 
required.  

The first step in the sorting phase is to determine where in the 
workspace there are objects present, “points of interest”. The class 
“Workspace” does this with the main camera, which analyses the 
workspace and extracts the coordinates for these. The coordinates are 
then fed one at a time into the class “Subworkspace”, which positions the 
robot at these so-called “Points of interest” with an offset to allow the 
object to be seen by the sub camera.  

In the second step an image is captured, and the most central object in 
the image is isolated (Figure 10: A-D) and its color is analyzed (Figure 10: 
E). The color is then compared to previously taught objects colors, if 
there’s a match a more precise position of the object is determined and 
returned.  

The third step is to determine if the object is “pickable”. That is, if 
there’s enough room around the object for the robot to descend without 
the tool crushing nearby objects.  This is done with a primitive collision 
detection algorithm applied on the captured image. The tools footprint is 
represented as a series of points in a rectangle. For each of these points the 
corresponding pixels’ color in the image is examined. As objects appear as 

Figure 10: How the 
system isolates a candy 
and calculates the tool 
orientation 
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	   	  white (Figure 10: C), it can be concluded that if any of these pixels’ color value is (255, 255, 
255) a collision will occur. The rectangle is then 
rotated (with a tunable amount) and the process is 
repeated. If no collision seems imminent (Figure 10: 
F. The pixels are colored green and shown to the 
operator when a suitable rotation is found. In the 
picture highlighted with a green rectangle), the 
rotational correction is returned and the robot’s tool 
is repositioned.     

The last step is to pick the object, transport it to its 
destination and release it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2. Sorting Unknown Objects by Shape 
    This test case does not require any user input or interaction other than placing differently 

shaped objects in the workspace of the robot and defining the destination points. The process 
is very similar to the second phase of the “Sorting by color”-case, with the distinct difference 
that the teaching phase happens dynamically during runtime.  

The first step is to determine where in the workspace there are objects present and is exactly 
the same as previously described. The robot is then positioned at a “Point of interest” and an 
image is captured. The centermost object in the image is then isolated and analyzed. If it is the 
first object inspected, a new category is created for this kind of object and a destination is 
assigned. If it’s the second object, or higher, it’s compared to previously inspected objects. If it 
matches any of them, the object is picked up and moved to the same destination. If it doesn’t 
it’s regarded as a new object, and a new category is created for it with a new destination.  

Because of limitations of the tool, this test case uses differently sized nuts (M4-M10). With a 
different tool the system would be able to handle any type of object, as long as they are of a 
roughly uniform height and can fit within the field of view. Another limitation is that the 
operator needs to know how many different objects there are to expect, as the destination 
points have to be defined pre runtime. 

 

  

Figure 11: Sorting candy by color 
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5. Problems during development 

5.1. Camera Mounting 
When the camera was first mounted in the robot cell it was uncertain as to what would be 

an optimal position. The mounting rig therefore had to be very flexible and it should also be 
very fast and easy to make and modify. The first solution was based around aluminum pieces 
and double-sided tape. This turned out to be a surprisingly stable and highly flexible solution. 

The problem occurred when the mounting required the Raspberry Pi with all its cables to be 
close to the camera due to a short camera cable. The extra weight added to the stand caused the 
tape to slowly loosen. When the setup had collapsed two nights in a row and in the process 
broken a USB cable, a new version was built with aluminum pieces bolted together and the 
setup clamped to the floor of the robot cell. 

This version was kept during the further development until the robots speed was increased. 
When the robot started and stopped it caused vibrations that affected the image quality 
through the clamped camera mount. The final solution was to build a separate stand for the 
camera that had no physical connection to the robot cell.  

5.2. Camera Speed and Image Quality 
During development, the two cameras were a recurring headache. The first camera we 

acquired was the low cost web camera that ended up being mounted on the robot. Initial work 
was done with it connected to a MacBook, and everything worked as expected. Later when the 
platform changed to the Raspberry Pi it didn’t. The SimpleCV framework didn’t support the 
Linux drivers for the camera. A workaround for this was to call an external program called 
‘fswebcam’ which then would take a picture and save it to disk. The picture was then loaded 
from file and could be manipulated. 

A problem with this was that it was extremely slow as the camera had to be instantiated every 
time a picture was taken, rendering capture times from 6-10s using a resolution of 1280x720. It 
was unacceptable.  

Research showed that the Raspberry Pi Camera Module (RPCM) should be considerably 
faster since it is directly connected to the Pis dedicated camera bus: the CSI (Camera Serial 
Interface). When it was tested, it indeed was faster. But due to the increased resolution 
(2592x1944 or roughly 5.5 times as many pixels) the absolute time was about the same.  

The RPCM supports multiple modes of operation and a variation of implementations were 
tested to maximize the picture-quality-to-speed-ratio. [16] 

The group tried: 

• Utilizing the video capture, which supports capturing a 1920x1080 stream at 30FPS, 
but as the video capture depends on a different noise reduction algorithm than the 
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still capture, the images acquired we’re not usable for image subtraction which we 
needed.  

• Taking advantage of the fact that the Pi has a quad core processor, which python 
natively doesn’t care about, by using a multithreaded system and a couple of threads 
to continuously capture images in the background and saving this to a buffer. The 
intent was that when the system requested a new picture, the most recent picture in 
the buffer would be returned. This worked, but it proved difficult to guarantee that 
the picture returned was captured after the request was made and was therefore 
canned.  

• Intercepting the camera stream directly with functions from the PiCamera module. 
This rendered the most coherent picture quality at a reasonable speed (0.6-0.7s from 
request to a finished capture at a 1920x1080 resolution).  

As a side effect the experiments with the RPCM made the webcam usable with SimpleCV. 
How and why was not investigated further. 

5.3. Ghost Points 
When the system first got put together and tested in complete form there was a problem 

with what later was named ghost points. When the vision system sent a move command to the 
robot it would go to the specified point, but sometimes it would do it via a different point. 

It was determined early in the investigation that the problem was not occurring during the 
transfer of data but rather somewhere in the robot program. After some testing and 
experiments a bug was found in the robots execution of the robot program. 

In the program, values where being copied from input bytes to memory bytes before the 
bytes where being added together to form the floating point values that were being transferred. 
When the robot execution was paused in the middle of a move operation involving a ghost 
point, the value in the input group and the byte it had been copied to would differ. 

After some further experiments it was determined that when the problem occurred, the 
robot was doing a binary AND operation between the value it was reading from the input byte 
and the old value that was already in the memory byte.  The result of this was that if the robot 
was standing at x=100 and was told to go to x=200 it would first go to x=64 before realizing its 
mistake and moving to x=200. 
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Table 3: Binary AND 

Binary AND operation 

Binary value Decimal value 

𝟎𝟏𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟎𝟎 100 

𝟏𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 200 

𝟎𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 64 

It was also determined through experiments that the probability of the problem occurring 
was controllable with a delay timer at the beginning of the robot program.  

In order to determine the exact probabilities for different settings a test program was written 
that logged how many ghost points occurred in ten thousand move operations for twenty 
different delay time settings. The result of this test is shown in Figure 12, where it can be seen 
that there is an exponential trend toward lower probabilities on larger delay times.  

 
Figure 12: Graph of probability of ghost points 

During the test the time of one operation was also measured. The total average over all 
200000 operations was 1089 milliseconds and since a delay time of 500 milliseconds is almost 
50% of that; the overall speed of the robot will be significantly affected when settings safe from 
ghost points are used. 

By this stage Yaskawa was contacted and it turned out that they were already aware of and 
investigating a problem of this kind. The Inform III software that caused the problem was 
supplied to them for analysis and testing.  

The development of this project continued using a delay time of 500 milliseconds and had 
no further problem with ghost points. At the very end of the project Yaskawa responded with a 
proposed solution but there was no time to test and verify this. 
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6. Results and Discussion 

6.1. Goals 
The goal of this project was to build a working prototype of a vision guided sorting system. 

This has been accomplished. 

Our solution is still in its infancy and the potential for further development looks 
promising. The flexibility of the system is so far limited to a few test cases but the code is 
structured in a way that makes it easy to adapt to new situations. The ease of use is currently 
dependent on how familiar the user is with the command line or Python code. 

The system is however extremely low cost. Compared to current industry vision systems the 
hardware is almost free. Since some further development is required before any real world 
installations can take place the final price point depends on the future development cost, it 
does however look promising. 

6.2. Object Recognition 
The system is fully capable of distinguishing objects based on shape or size. It is possible to 

teach the system what kinds of objects to look for, but it is also possible to let the system classify 
objects as they are encountered.  

6.3. Precision 
The precision limitation of the robot is ±30 µm.  

In the vision system the smallest unit possible to deal with is one pixel. Through a coincidence 
both cameras have a spatial resolution of about 0,3 mm per pixel. This value is dependent on 
the distance from the camera to the surface it is photographing and the resolution of the 
camera in pixels. Increasing the number of pixels will give a better spatial resolution but will 
also yield longer processing times. Decreasing the distance from camera to surface will give a 
better spatial resolution but will limit the area covered by the camera. Due to cameras inability 
to focus an image at infinitely short distances there is also a limit to how close the camera can 
be and still get a usable image. 

Since both cameras have the same resolution and that is also the worst resolution of any 
component in the system that will be the overall system resolution. Our requirement was to be 
within ±1 mm and with ±0,3 mm we’ve theoretically accomplished that. 

The practical performance is somewhat cumbersome to determine. Tests showed that the 
repeatability of the system is good. If an objects position is determined, the same coordinates 
will be calculated repeatedly with a deviation of much less than 1µm, provided that the object 
does not move.  
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Determining some sort of absolute measurement is more difficult, as we need a way to 
position an object absolutely. For this a measurement routine was written. In the routine, the 
robot is instructed to place an object at (X, Y), and then the system determines its location. The 
values, both the approximate location from the main system and the more accurate from the 
subsystem, are logged to a file. The robot then picks the object at the previous location, and 
moves it 10mm on the Y-axis and the process repeats for all coordinates X = [0, 10 … 320] and 
Y = [0, 10 … 190]. The results of this testing is shown in Figure 13 and 15. 

 
Figure 13: Heatmap showing the error on the X-axis. The Y-axis is positive to the bottom of the image. The values are 

shaded in a linear yellow-green-yellow gradient. A value of zero is coded green, meaning no deviation from the objects 
absolute position. The grading is from -2 to +2.  

If we examine Figure 13, we see some anomalies in the 
leftmost column, X = 0. These could be related to the 
object being close to the workspace edge. As Figure 14 
shows, the workspace is painted white with black 
surroundings. As the sub systems camera adjusts it’s 
exposure dynamically depending on the situation, the 

black of the surroundings affects the exposure, the 
image analysis and subsequently the positioning. With 
these anomalies, the precision is in the range of -0,74mm to +3.17mm. If these are ignored, the 
precision is in the range of -0,74mm to +1,72mm on the X-axis, slightly worse than our goal. 
Our suspicion is that this is a calibration error.         

Figure 14: The final workspace 
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Figure 15: Heatmap showing the error in Y. The gradient is identical to Figure 13.  

If we examine Figure 15, we also see some anomalies, most notably in the five rightmost 
columns (X = 280 to X = 320). This is most likely related to a picking error. As the robots’ tool 
only actuates in one dimension, it was difficult to design an object that was always picked in the 
same way. With these errors, the precision is in the range of -3,49mm to +0,47mm, and if they 
are ignored it is in the range of -078mm to +0,47mm.  

The difference in precision in the X- and Y-axis is most likely explained by a miscalibration of 
the laser in the X-axis. 

6.4. Other Requirements 
From the list with possible additional requirements we have managed to fulfill three. 

The system can recognize arbitrary and unknown shapes, it can identify objects based on 
colors and we have a calibration routine to deal with offsets in vision analysis. 

A couple of the other items in the list have through discussions during the development been 
deemed unnecessary. 

Analyzing CAM/CAD-data would most likely not improve the system in any noticeable way, it 
would also be quite a large project in itself to accomplish and therefore probably not worth the 
effort. 

Tracking the robots tool is no longer relevant due to how the system is built. With the camera 
mounted on the robot used for all fine precision analysis, the robot is never in the way. Making 
it possible to analyze an image with the robot in would remove the need to move the robot to a 
point outside the field of view to take an overview picture, but this would only negligibly 
increase the overall performance of the entire system. 
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Three dimensional vision is still a desired extra functionality, this however require a lot more 
complex mathematics and data handling and was therefore early on decided to not be pursued 
within the scope of this project. 

A user interface was intended and discussed but at the end of the project it turned out there 
wasn’t time for it. 

6.5. Future Development 
The intention from the company is to develop the system further to determine whether it is 

possible to turn it into a commercial product. Several aspects of it need to be improved for that. 

User Interface 

In order for an operator to be able to handle the system there need to be a simple and 
intuitive user interface. All important functionalities should be immediately accessible and it 
should be intuitively understood what they do. There are several options regarding the interface 
that we have discussed during this project. 

• Using the robots control panel and the existing Modbus communication to interface 
with the system. 

• Making a graphical user interface and have it run on a display from the Raspberry Pi. 
• A button based system with simple push buttons in combination with placing objects 

in front of the camera. 

The possible choices of user interface needs to be examined in more detail and adapted to the 
situation in which the system is to be used. 

Robot Communication 

The current communication structure is a good base to build on. A lot more commands need 
to be implemented and some logic way of ordering them is also desirable. This should be 
checked against existing industry standards to see if anything is applicable. 

The ghost point problem needs to be fixed. The proposed solution from Yaskawa should be 
tested, and if this either don’t work or only reduces the delay time, further investigation should 
be done to eliminate the problem entirely. 

The system also needs to be able to handle a lot more errors and faults than it do today; the 
current default way of handling unexpected situations is to ignore them and try again. The 
error handling should be developed with the user interface in mind to make sure that 
important errors are not missed by the operators. 
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The Cameras 

There are a number of improvements that could be made to the optics in the system.  

A camera with either manually or automatically adjustable focus distance would greatly 
improve the flexibility of the system. Currently the sub system’s camera has to be about 200mm 
above the work area for the image quality to be acceptable because of its fixed focal distance 
and this makes it hard to e.g. distinguish a small octagon from a circle. 

The resolution of the cameras may need to change depending on the situation. But we 
recommend a setup with a higher resolution main camera and a lower resolution sub camera. 
The high resolution of the main camera has the disadvantage that capture- and analysis-time of 
its images are noticeable higher, but it has the advantage that it can catch tiny objects on a 
greater area. The sub camera has the advantage of quick capture- and analysis-times, and the 
lower resolution does not pose a problem as it can be positioned closer to an object and get the 
details anyway. In combination with adjustable focus length, this would benefit the system. The 
longer capture- and analysis-times of the main camera is not critical. If there are n number of 
objects, the main camera only has to do it’s analysis once while the sub camera needs to do it n 
times so the sub cameras capture- and analysis-times are much more critical for the systems 
performance.  

The main camera of the system provides a limited control of camera settings. It is possible to 
manually adjust settings such as shutter time, exposure time, ISO etc., but it’s tedious and not 
flexible at all. The sub camera provides no such control at all; it handles everything 
automatically depending on the environment. With proper control of these settings it would 
greatly improve the ability to capture consistent images, which would make the image analysis 
radically better and more robust. 

If in the future it’s decided to change the cameras in the system it is very important to check 
the compatibility with Linux as well as SimpleCV and OpenCV. Many hours were spent getting 
these two cameras operational, with less than optimal results, due to various compatibility 
issues.  

The Tool 

The laser distance sensor on the tool is not utilized to its full potential in our system. It is only 
used to get a visual reference from its laser, ignoring its capabilities to measure distance. For 
this use the alignment of the sensor is important. The sensor is mounted with an offset from 
the tool center. If the sensor is misaligned, it results in different offsets at different heights. This 
offset can easily be compensated for in software, but it might be a good idea to have this 
physically adjustable for rough alignment, and handle the fine-tuning in software.  

It should be noted that this distance sensor does not output continuous measurements; prior 
to operation a threshold distance is set and when the sensor is at this distance, or closer, from 
an object a signal is triggered. If instead a sensor capable of continuous measurements is used, it 
might be possible to create a rudimentary point cloud of an object, giving the system some 
understanding of depth.     
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Long-term Stability 

The system has so far only been tested in its entirety in short runs of maximum a few hours.  

The ghost point probability test was an indicator that the system is reliable; it was run for 
approximately 60 hours and performed 200000 operations without any problem apart from the 
ghost points. This test did however not involve any part of the vision system. 

Some more extensive long-term tests need to be done to determine if both the hardware and 
the entire software are reliable. 
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7. Conclusion 

This project set out to address problems of inflexibility and high cost of vision in the 
industry today. We have shown that it is possible to develop low cost solutions that can be 
easily adapted to different situations and that can handle a lot of variation on their own. 

We have also shown that it is possible for two people in a few weeks to come up with a 
system that works reliably for certain scenarios, and that can be adjusted to suit a wider range of 
needs. 

The low cost hardware has turned out to work as expected and it will benefit the industry to 
look into these kinds of solutions. Used in non-critical situations we believe they can replace a 
lot of the expensive and specialized systems used today. 

Writing in Python instead of a low-level programming language has probably reduced the 
development time significantly. The ease of use and the large set of available open source code 
to implement are heavy arguments in favor of high-level programming languages like Python, 
even in industrial applications. 

Quotations from vision system suppliers indicate that a system with similar capabilities as 
the one developed during this project, would cost around 70’000 SEK. That is only the initial 
hardware investment, though some suppliers include software. Implementation costs are not 
included. This project has spent around 1000 SEK on hardware for the system. Although it is 
not sellable in its current form, it’s not unrealistic to have a finished product with a hardware 
cost of around 10’000 SEK.  
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